Boarding Services
Whispering Oaks Boarding Services - Worth the Distance
The Whispering Oaks difference?
All dogs must have updated shot records and be on a
flea & tick program and be “on leash” when you arrive.
1. Dogs love it here because they play all day.... it is like a
“doggie day care.” They get individual attention and
interaction.
. 2. They come out at about 7AM and go up at about 9PM (depending on
Summer or Winter Schedule). Most kenneling services have your dog out
2-3 times per day for 5-15 min. The rest of the time they are in a crate.
. 3. Whispering Oaks Advantage: No need to fret! they’ll love it!
A. All 5 fenced in areas are within 100’ of our home Each run is
shaded under large oak trees. It is your responsibility to let us know if your
dog is a fence jumper.
B. We (our family) live on the property on five acres in a beautiful log
cabin.
C. Socialization is a big plus when dogs are out together playing with each
other all day - we do practice segregation when needed
Dogs eat in their own space - dogs have water all day
D. Dogs are not left in crates so long that they urinate and defecate in their
crates & on themselves as in other kennels
E. Large 4’x6’ kennels for dogs to sleep in at night - They sleep in our
working barn that is cooled with (2) 2000 cfm evaporator cooling
units and 4 high velocity fans
F. Our barn is heated in the winter, crates have 18” of straw to burrow in
and each crate is blanketed if needed! Remember they come with their
coats on already! Crate temps are about 80 degrees

G. If there is severe weather or temps reach 85 degrees F dogs are in the
air conditioned barn from 1-6PM, this still gives them over 8 hrs.
each day of play time.
H. This boarding situation is a must for dogs that hate crates, have
separation issues, large breeds, and dogs that come back from other facilities
as“barkers” and “pee-ers” in their crates!

